The mounting flange MF can be supplied with male step MF/M, if coupled with valves, and female groove MF/F for other application. There are also MF/M+OR and MF/F+OR, the OR are made of silicone, on request they can be made in other elastomers.

Standard height is 30 mm, the only exception being diameter 150 which is 50 mm high. On request customised heights from 30 mm to 1000 mm or more can be supplied.

MF finishing: mirror polished inside, satin outside. Completely mirror polished on request.

Material: AISI 316L (Hastelloy, Monel, PTFE, Aluminium, PVC or PTFE coated Stainless Steel on request).

Customised executions as shown in the pictures or different.

B finishing satin inside and outside. Completely mirror polished on request.

Material: AISI 316L Hastelloy, Aluminium or different. Items can be supplied to meet customers specific requirements, as shown in these pictures.